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Paul is an artist that likes to daydream out of the window of his West Oakland studio loft. One night,

he witnesses an attempted suicide by a young woman in the motel room across the way and tries to

intervene until he realizes that he's watching a scene of history repeating itself...
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Wow really great short story. I think that each person who reads it will get something unique out of

it. To me it is a story of redemption through paranormal events. Very well written with minimal

editing issues. Will be looking out for more stories by this author.

An artist is tormented by a personal tragedy and his model is also affected by a similar occurrence

in her past. He has a prescient vision complete with symbolic harbingers. The story does have

some editing issues but it's still interesting.

OK, so I only downloaded this because I wanted to write my own review as sort of a tie breaker. As

it stands, there are only 3. One 5, one 3, and one 1. Well I failed, because I'm giving it a 2. Now all it

needs is a 4, lol!This is a very short story. I wouldn't even call it a novella. According to the other



reviews, there are only 21 pages (I'm reading on my phone, which isn't really set up for standard

pages, so I'll take their word for it). It has little character development, little exposition/explanation of

anything, and little cohesion, or even resolution, as it has a sort of non ending reminiscent of a

twilight zone story. That was 30 minutes long. With commercials. Maybe that's what the author was

going for. If so, not my bag, and wouldn't have purchased it had it not been on unlimited.There were

also awkward sentence structures, along with several (8) typos/grammar errors. Which is a little up

there for this short of a story, especially when they were the type to confuse the flow and take you

out of the story, which jumped around enough on it's own.The first star is for getting out there and

publishing or getting published. The second star is for a good concept. It just could of used a bit of

development/expansion.

I just didn't get it. Maybe I'm not enough of an intellectual, but it made no sense to me. Or maybe I

was distracted by all the many errors contained in so few pages.
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